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ABSTRACT
Reinforced concrete frames are commonly used systems in buildings. The philosophy behind the proper design for
this type of frames is to provide them with sufficient ductility. The structural ductility of a frame is mainly determined
by the ductility of its components, i.e., the beams, columns, and joints forming this frame. Beam-column joint role
in a building is to connect its components together and enable these components to reach their ultimate resistance.
Its stiffness, strength, and ductility are key characteristics needed to guarantee efficient building behaviour under the
action of different loads. Previous research attributed some building’s damage to inadequate reinforcement details of
its joints. Deficiency in joints performance is related to inadequate codes guidelines or to bad construction practice.
This paper reviewed the provisions of three different codes (ACI 318-08, Eurocode 8, and ECP-203) concerning the
proper design and detailing of different joints. This review study aims to introduce a wider overview on the assessment
of joints performance in buildings under different loading scenarios. This data base will enable practicing engineers
to identify the joint key parameters with providing different analytical procedures. This study investigates joints in
different configurations. These include planner joints, joints with transverse beams, and the common joint situation
with the presence of both transverse beams and slab. This survey includes experimental and analytical representation
of the previous mentioned joints. Different retrofitting schemes are presented as well for every considered joint. This
review allows to identify the evolution of joints capacity in function of reinforcement detailing, level of axial stresses,
and loading history. The analysis shows that a decrease in joint resistance can be recovered by using i) haunches
brackets, ii) FRP, or iii) post tension metal strip.
Keywords: Beam-column joint; Code provisions; Frames; Joint efficiency; Retrofitting schemes.

INTRODUCTION
The proper reinforced concrete RC frame response under different load scenarios is based on the relevant design
and good reinforcement detailing of its structural components (beams, columns, and joints (Park et al., 1975)). The
RC frame beam-column joint BCJ is located in the column part at the beam intersection location (ACI 318-08). It is
considered as an important connecting component to transfer loads among beams and columns. Stress concentrations
are observed at BCJ location in RC frame buildings as a result of discontinuity in its geometry. This discontinuity
hinders linear strain distribution in the joint region (Salah et al., 2017). Many failures are recorded at or near the joint
location; the former is due to inadequacy in joint shear reinforcement, and the latter is attributed to lower flexural
capacity of the adjacent elements to the joint (beams, columns). Figure 1 presents the most probable failure modes
of different BCJ types. Figure 1 shows the forces and moments acting on knee, exterior, and interior joints as a result
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of horizontal load action. The figure shows beams and columns internal forces equilibrium inside the joint by forming
both diagonal tensile and compressive forces. Proper joints are required to assure RC frame ductile behaviour by
enabling the adjoining elements to reach their ultimate capacity (Long, 2013). Joints have different types based on the
number of terminated columns and beams at its location (interior, exterior, and knee) as presented in Figure 2 (ACI
318-08); each joint requires a specific reinforcement scheme based on its geometry as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Shear and flexural cracks expected in different BCJs (Yasser, 2012).

Fig. 2. Typical reinforcement details for different BCJs.
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Hassan in 2011 collected some parameters that govern the joint performance such as anchorage type, reinforcement
ratio, joint aspect ratio, joint confinement, and column axial stress level. Accordingly, he discussed distinguished
experimental tests and different building failures observations, then attributed these joint failures to the following:
1. Anchorage failure at joint face due to inadequate development lengths;
2. Shear failure within the joint area;
3. Concrete crushing failure in compression due to high strut forces with insufficient confinement.
These joint failure modes limit joint efficiency and hinder reaching joints maximum strength. Also, he reported
that these failure modes are more critical in an exterior and a corner connection than in interior joints.
Pantelides et al. in 2002 reported that, as a result of the action of multiple stresses on the joint panel zone (i.e., axial
stresses from the column side and bond, bearing stresses from beam side), its behaviour is complex and motivates
many research works to offer deeper understanding for it.
Efficient joint performance in terms of strength and ductility can be reached by relevant beam/ column element
dimensioning with well-designed/detailed reinforcement as reported by Salah et al., 2017. Strong column weak
beam principal is an important key parameter controlling structures performance. Isik et al. (2016) observed extended
damage in structures with weak column-strong beam as such structures were frequently used for architectural reasons.
As the damage level is dependent on beam to column strength ratio, they studied different sizing relationships between
different joint’s elements. They noticed sever damage in structures with less column/beam moment strength ratio. They
presented different strengthening methods for columns in such buildings in order to mitigate building total collapse.
Mondel et al. (2013) observed a direct relation of the column/beam strength ratio on the structure response factor.
To avoid column hinging failure mode, Ye et al. (2008) recommended the consideration of floor slab in calculating
beam stiffnesses. Mitesh et al. (2018) proposed the use of variable column/beam strength ratios along the building
height to improve its collapse resistance. Strong column weak beam principle among the several joint design key
parameters governs the joint stiffness degradation rate at early loading stages as Vafaei et al. (2019) noticed. Park et
al. recommended lower reinforcement ratios for the adjacent beam and column to the joint to achieve higher efficiency
levels. In order to control the propagation of the joint main diagonal cracks, Mac-Gregor et al. in 2003 specified a
value of ft/fy as a limit for the beam and column reinforcement ratio, in which ft is the concrete tensile strength and
fy is the reinforcement yield stress.
This study investigates part of the joints that appeared in different structures. These include planner joints, joints
with transverse beams, and the common joint situation with the presence of transverse beams and slab as presented in
Figure 3. This study offers a detailed survey of the design and detailing requirements of BCJs in a moment resisting
RC frames, in parallel with the provisions of three different codes (ACI 318-08, Eurocode 8, 2004, and ECP-203,
2017).

a) planner joint

b) 3-D joint

c) 3-D joint with slab

Fig. 3. RC beam column joint in different buildings.
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This survey includes experimental and analytical representation of the previous mentioned joints. Discussion on
the role of different key parameters on such joints performance is presented. In BCJs, under different kinds of loadings
(quasi-static and cyclic), the considered parameters are concrete compressive strength, fc; anchorage detailing (type
and direction) of the beam main rebars; column axial stress level; joint aspect ratio; beam and column reinforcement
ratio; joint shear reinforcement (amount and spacing) and lateral beam presence. With this survey, a wide range of
research will be covered in order to give a brief guide to the practicing engineers. The current review deals with this
topic through different aspects:
-

Proper BCJ reinforcement detailing according to the considered three code regulations.

-

Intensive survey on experimental studies dealing with many joint key parameters.

-

Different numerical and analytical techniques used in joints simulation.

-

Recent practical methods in joints upgrading.

We finally conclude with summary about the recent published studies followed by recommendations for the needed
future work.

BCJs DETAILING
Different problems in reinforcement detailing inside the joint location can initiate and accelerate damage, for
example, high bearing stresses on concrete inside the hooks with smaller radius or anchorage slippage failure of
improper anchored bars. These problems can be avoided by satisfying the recommended hook bend radius mentioned
by Salah et al. in 2017 and enabling full anchorage capacity of any embedded reinforcing bars inside the joint. The
three considered codes have similar design philosophies concerning the primary dimensioning of different elements,
recommended yielding mechanism, and the role of transverse reinforcement in confinement and shear resistance. On
the other hand, minor differences are noticed in the location of joint critical section, column/beam strength ratio, area
and spacing of joint transverse reinforcements, and the required longitudinal bar anchorage lengths.
In order to ensure proper RC frame behaviour under both vertical and different lateral loads, these codes propose
regulations for reinforcement detailing requirements regarding joint confinement and proper anchorage condition
for any longitudinal bars terminated inside the joint. These codes highlight the importance of providing adequate
anchorage for the longitudinal bars and sufficient joint confinement. Terminated bars development length should
be measured starting from the critical section; the critical section is at a distance of five times the bar diameter from
column face or at the column face or after a concrete cover from the column face according to EC-8, ACI318-08,
and ECP-203, respectively. After developing bars inside the joint, hook tail extension is needed to avoid bar pull out
failure. The required length for that is 12, 10, and 12 times the bar diameter.
These codes (EC-8, ACI318-08, and ECP-203) specify additional detailing for shear reinforcement required to
control cracking within the joint and bond deterioration of the main longitudinal reinforcement framing into the joint.
The transverse shear reinforcement is needed to ensure truss mechanism, to confine the joint concrete, to improve
concrete bond strength, to control cracking, and to increase joint ductility. The recommended stirrups amount varies
according to the three codes. Both ACI318-08 and ECP-203 require transverse reinforcement in proportion to the
strength of the concrete, whereas EC-8 determines the shear reinforcement based on the applied joint shear forces.
Vertical stirrups horizontal spacing according to EC-8 is 150mm, which is more conservative than the ACI318-08
value. EC-8 additionally states that the horizontal confining reinforcement ratio in the joints at least should be equal
to the specified ratio to columns critical locations, and at least one intermediate column bar should be provided at the
joint on both sides. Table 1 summarizes some differences between the considered codes.
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Table 1. BCJ detailing according different codes.
Item

ECP-203

EC-8

ACI318-08

Devlopment
length

ld= (α.β.η.fy .db )/(4. fbu. γs )

ld= (γR. db.fy )/(7.5 fctm.(1+0.8 fa ) )

ld= (db.fy )/(5.4 √(fc ))

Critical
section

Concrete cover after
column face

5db after column face

column face

Bar vertical
tail

12db

10db

12db

Column/beam
capacity

1.2

1.3

1.2

Stir. area

Astir=0.313.s.y1.(fcu/γc )/(fyst /γs ).
(Ag /Ak -1)

Astir /Aj.fyst=2(Vjh /Aj )/(fctd+fa/fck.fctd ) -fctd

Astir=0.3.s.hc.fcu.
(Ag/Ak -1)

Stir. spacing

150mm

min (8db, 175mm)

min (hc/4, 6db)

d b is the nominal bar diameter, f y is the steel yield strength, fc is the concrete compressive strength, fbu is the
concrete bond strength, and ld is the bar development length, and more details about the used abbreviations are
available in EC-8, ACI318-08, and ECP-203. The previous code regulations and provisions are mainly developed
based on intensive experimental observations. A review on some of these experimental investigations is presented and
discussed in the following section.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON BCJs
The joint stresses are critical because of the action of the above column axial compression force in combination
with the high joint shear stresses at joint panel zone. This shear stress formation was attributed to column’s bending
moment direction change through the joint (Salah et al., 2017). The magnitude of the diagonal tensile stresses in the
joint panel zone is found dependent on the beam main reinforcement ratio and the column axial stress level (Park et
al., 1975). Many studies were focused on this critical point in the structures to gain more insight into that. Wight et
al. in 1985 studied RC joints with different configurations; they concluded that, for efficient joints performance, the
for the exterior and the interior joint, respectively. In addition, they
developed shear stress should not exceed 1, 1.25
concluded that joints with expected slippage failure have moderate performance due to their statically indeterminate
condition.
Aycardi et al. in 1994 studied scaled models for interior and exterior joints; they concluded that the improper beam
bottom bar anchorage initiates the joint damage and with incremental loading, this damage reaches the column side. In
order to study the joints prone to shear failure, Pantelides et al. in 2002 investigated six exterior joints without transverse
reinforcement considering different anchorage condition. They concluded that the interaction of these two sources of
deficiency affects such joint efficiency in a negative way. Pampanin et al. in 2003 tested RC joints similar to those
existing in old buildings. They found that the negative impact of improper anchorage of beam bars was more obvious
in exterior joints than in the other joints and hindered the utilization of full joint shear resistance. Kuang et al. in 2006
evaluated the effect of beam bar anchorage direction on exterior joint behaviour under cyclic loading. They concluded
that joint shear strength is clearly dependent on anchorage conditions. The two defects in joint reinforcement detailing
(anchorage outside the joint and no transverse reinforcement) reduce its capacity by 50%. Joints with longitudinal
bars bent inside as in Fig. 4 (a) produced better behaviour than joints with bars bent outside.
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a) Inside hook

b) Outside hook

Fig. 4. Exterior joints with beam’s bars bent inside and outside (Kuang et al., 2006).
Hassan in 2011 conducted an experimental study on corner joints designed according to old RC codes without
transverse stirrups. The key parameters considered were the beam longitudinal bars reinforcement ratio, beam to
column depth ratio, column axial stress level, and loading regime (in two or three directions). He concluded that
transverse reinforcement leakage initiated joint damage at early loading stages and the column bars buckling controlled
the total specimen failure. Tsonos in 2007 noticed higher rate of strength deterioration in joints with variable axial
stress levels than in joints tested with constant axial stress level. Based on the previous research work, it is noticed
that joint shear stress should be controlled and kept within specific limits in order to avoid such brittle failures. Also,
proper beam’s bar anchorage is a key parameter for a joint to assure its ultimate capacity. In order to avoid the brittle
damage of joints, Park et al. in 1975 recommended sufficient transverse stirrups to guarantee joints performance with
higher efficiency.
Individual effects of some key parameters are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Influence of concrete compressive strength
As the developed diagonal compressive strut faces resistance from the concrete in the joint panel zone, Hasaballa in
2014 concluded that increasing the concrete strength from 30 to 70 MPa increases the sustained lateral load resistance
by 36% for exterior joints; he observed that specimens with lower concrete strength developed their maximum lateral
resistance earlier than those with higher concrete strength. Ehsani et al. in 1991 concluded that joints with higher
strength concrete require more confinement due to its brittle nature. Dehkoedi et al. in 2019 tested joints constructed
with higher material strengths, recording similar behaviour as normal joints with 27% saving in reinforcement used. In
addition to that, they demonstrated an improvement in energy dissipation for such joints with identical reinforcement
ratios.

Influence of beam reinforcement ratio
Shear stresses in the joint panel zone are initiated mainly from the bars passing through the joint (Park et al., 1975).
Moehle in 2008 concluded that the unconfined exterior joints shear strength was equal to the shear stress demand
from beam flexural capacity, with an upper limit of 12(fc)0.5 depending on concrete compressive strength. Based on
tests of interior joints, Alire in 2002 showed that joint shear strength is dependent on beam flexural strength with less
enhancement of joints with reinforcement ratios greater than 2.4%. In addition to that, any increase in the percentage
of beam reinforcement (ρb) increases the flexural stiffness of the anchored bars hook. The increased flexural stiffness of
the hook provides better confinement to the joint concrete core and also accommodates the formation of a compression
strut mechanism, which in turn increases the joint load carrying capacity. Kemp et al. in 1968 tested four beam column
knee joints under the action of closing moment; they observed low efficiencies for specimens with high reinforcement
ratios. To this end, Nilsson in 1973 specified 2% as an upper limit for the ratio of main reinforcement to assure ductile
failure and to control the reduction in joint efficiency with high reinforcement ratio. Increasing beam reinforcement
ratio (ρb) up to a certain limit did not show superior performance over joints with normal ratios.
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Role of joint reinforcement
Hwang et al. in 1999 tested nine RC exterior joints to study the important role of the joint stirrups in resisting
tensile stresses developed in the joint panel zone and in limiting joints crack width. They concluded that unreinforced
joints constructed with high strength concrete can exhibit moderate seismic performance. Tomohiko et al. in 1995
studied RC interior joints and found that the increase in joint shear reinforcement created a slightly better bond
situation along the column and beam longitudinal reinforcement in the joint.

Effect of transverse spandrel beam confinement
Many researchers reported a strength improvement of unconfined exterior BCJs by adding transverse concrete
stubs (parts from perpendicular spandrel beams). Similar conclusions were reported by Megget et al. in 1971. He
indicated that the transverse beams confined the joint core concrete and enabled the beam hinging to occur instead of
joint shear failure. Topcu in 2008 observed that spandrel beams increased the joint shear capacity of subassemblies
by about 15-20%, but they did not affect the bond-slip characteristics of inadequately anchored longitudinal beam
bottom bars. ACI 352-02 suggests for an exterior reinforced joint with spandrel beams on both sides, a 25%-33%
improvement in joint shear strength, because of the lateral beam presence. Hassan in 2011 supported the opinion
of the beneficial nature of lateral beams if they are provided on both opposite joint sides. Cheung et al. in 1991
investigated the improvement in BCJs performance due to slab contribution; they recorded increase in beam flexure
strength and limitation in its strength degradation after peak strength. To utilize these benefits, slabs rebars within the
effective flange width should be properly anchored.

Beam and column rebars anchorages
As observed from previous research, beam and column longitudinal rebars may be anchored by one of these
anchorage techniques: a standard hook (90 and 180 degrees), a mechanical headed end, or U-shaped ends. Sung et al.
in 2007 compared joints with headed bars with joints with hooked bars; they observed that a BCJ with headed bars
performs as well as the one with conventional hooked bars. Thompson et al. in 2002 investigated headed bars usage
in exterior joints; they noticed that joints with headed end showed a good response compared to the hooked bars in
terms of strength, deformability, and energy dissipation. Rajagopal et al. in 2014 discussed innovative joint designs
that can reduce congestion of reinforcement without compromising strength, ductility, and stiffness. They tested six
beam column joints. The specimens were divided into two groups; one group has standard conventional shear ties, and
the other group with additional X-type cross bars. Each group has three specimens according to the anchorage detail;
T- type mechanical anchorage (headed bar) and standard conventional 90° bent are used. They concluded that using
T-type mechanical anchorage in combination with X-cross bars improves the performance with an increase in the load
carrying capacity, ductility, and stiffness together with a reduction in reinforcement congestion. This is attributed to
the tension in diagonal bars perpendicular to the joint diagonal crack; this helps in limiting the main diagonal crack
width. Wallace et al. in 1998 tested two exterior joints; they concluded that the use of headed anchored bars instead of
standard hooks in an exterior BCJ is a new relevant option. Ibrahim et al. in 2008 tested five exterior joints to study
the effect of using double-headed studs as shear reinforcement instead of conventional closed stirrups. They concluded
that using double-headed studs reduces joint steel congestion and improves joint shear resistance. As a conclusion, a
beam-column joint with headed bars performs as well as (and even better) a joint with conventional hooked bars in
terms of ultimate capacity and failure mechanisms. Wallace et al. in 1998 examined experimentally the RC knee joints
behaviour. They concluded that the performance of joints with headed bar ends was as good as (or even superior) the
joints constructed with conventional 90° hooked anchorages. Zouzou et al. in 1993 proposed confining stirrups for the
diagonal strut in the joint region as shown in Fig. 5 (left). These stirrups resist the splitting stresses formed inside the
strut. The overall ductility of the joint is improved by moving the cracks from the strut region to be relocated outside
the joint core.
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a) Confined strut

b) Unconfined strut

Fig. 5. Details for specimens with and without confined strut (Zouzou et al., 1993).
Luo et al. in 1994 concluded that specimens’ flexural failure can be achieved using a low reinforcement ratio and a
large bending radius of the hooked bars relative to the column effective depth. Francesco in 2015 studied knee joints
under a closing moment and concluded that the headed end is very efficient and offers a more flexible alternative
compared to the traditional hooks. A lot of research studies described the response of joints in terms of the ratio of the
moment reached at joint failure to the ultimate moment of the weakest adjacent flexural member (this ratio is called
the “joint efficiency factor”). A value higher than one is acceptable; this indicates that failure will be by flexure of the
adjoining members. The joint should not be the weakest component in the frame, because their behaviour influences
the whole structure’s performance in terms of strength and deformability. The outcomes from these experimental tests
provide a wider understanding point of view on the joints design and detailing through the discussion of different key
parameters effect on joint resistance. As the previously mentioned experimental testing was expensive in time and
cost, the numerical modeling of BCJs as a cheap and quick technique is presented in the following section.

MODELING OF BCJs
The development of analytical models to represent BCJs response is an important objective for many researchers.
Joints brittle failures due to high shear stresses or anchorage slippage of longitudinal bars are also important to be
modelled (Hassan, 2011). One approach that may be used to model BCJ behaviour under different loads is the one
exploiting strut-and-tie model STM. Finite Element modeling is another possible choice; it can often give a basic
idea of what behaviour may be expected in different situations. A new analytical concept by Hitoshi in 2001 is also
available to model different BCJs. Hitoshi proposed a quadruple flexural resistance using general flexural equations
to model the two possible joint failure modes: joint shear failure and beam failure. With his models, in order to avoid
joint brittle shear failure, he proposed two approaches:
1- Increase joint moment capacity by increasing rebars area in the joint as shown in Fig. 6(a).
2- Provide additional spiral to improve anchorage capacity inside the joint as shown in Fig. 6(b).

a) Increased joint moment capacity

b) Increased anchorage capacity

Fig. 6. Innovative reinforcement details for BCJ by Hitoshi, 2001.
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Azimi et al. in 2014 proposed continuous rectangle spiral transverse reinforcement to improve the joint ultimate
lateral resistance, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity.

Joint finite element models
Finite element software packages are available for creating and solving models simulating joint responses, such
as ANSYS, ABAQUS, DIANA, ATENA, MASA, LS-DYNA, and OpenSees. A summary of research on numerical
modeling of RC beam-column joints using different packages is presented in Table 2. This table presents the used
verified cards in each software in order to have references for any further numerical work.
It is noticed from this survey that ANSYS has many capabilities for RC modeling; a drawback is that concrete
solid element nodes have to be identical (in coordinates) with other element nodes (reinforcements and lamination).
Compression softening in the concrete constitutive relationship and crack width verification are not available in
ABAQUS. Despite the overall success of the developed model with DIANA, a reformulation for the unloading and
reloading behaviour of concrete is needed to improve the energy dissipation characteristics of concrete structures under
cyclic loading. For detailed modeling purposes, the first six packages were used successfully. For simplified modeling,
OpenSees was used as it can go around many details in the joint with a reasonable accuracy in relevant run time.

a) Joint detailed model (concrete, rebars)

b) Joint simplified model

Fig. 7. Different BCJs modeling alternatives.
Among the previously mentioned software, DIANA and OpenSees have the possibility to handle in a good way the
steel-concrete interaction, which consequently gave closer results to the experimental observations. The others assume
complete bond between the two materials, which overestimate joints ultimate carrying capacity.
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Table 2. Summary on the most used software packages in BCJs modeling.
Software
package

RC components

Coupling
mechanism

Joint type

Published
papers

Concrete

Rebars

ANSYS

Solid 65 with
8 nodes

Link 8 with
2 nodes

Complete bond

2D exterior

39, 40, 41, 42

ABAQUS

C3D8R with
8 nodes

Truss T3D2 with
2 nodes

Complete bond

2D exterior, knee

43, 44

DIANA

Plane stress with
4 nodes, solid
element with 8
nodes

Truss with
2 nodes, smeared
layer

Bond-slip
model

2D, 3D exterior,
interior

45, 46, 47

ATENA

Plane stress with
4 nodes, solid
element with 8
nodes

Truss with
2 nodes, smeared
layer

Complete bond

2D exterior, knee

48, 36

MASA

Solid with micro
plane material

Truss element with
trilinear material

Discrete bond
algorithm

2D exterior

49

LS-DYNA

Solid with damage
material models

Beam and truss
element with
plasticity model

Contact 1-D
Constrained
beam in solid

2D exterior, knee

50, 51, 52, 53

OpenSees

Plane stress with 4
nodes

Truss with
2 nodes, smeared
layer

Bond-slip
spring

2D interior,
exterior, knee

54

Analytical methods such as strut and tie method were used in combination with the numerical method to better
assess joints ultimate capacity. The STM method also allows the evaluation of the ultimate capacity of different
structural components at the discontinuity regions in RC members. Different STM research findings are presented and
discussed in the following section.

BCJs strut-and-tie models
The strut-and-tie model (STM) is a common method used to evaluate the ultimate capacity of structural components
at the discontinuity regions in RC members (Mac-Gregor et al., 2003). A sketch of the forces acting on a knee joint
under a closing moment is shown in Figure 8, and an overview is provided in the following paragraphs, showing
different research contributions.

Fig. 8. Free body diagram for a knee joint subjected to closing moments (Francesco, 2015).
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Hwang et al. in 1999 developed a model for predicting the shear strength of an exterior joint under lateral loading.
By extending the principal of two mechanisms that are responsible for resisting the joint shear forces (diagonal
strut and truss mechanisms), they proposed STM with three mechanisms: the diagonal, horizontal, and vertical
mechanisms as shown in Figure 9. More details about the evaluation of the individual contribution of the horizontal
joint reinforcement and the vertical column reinforcement are available in Hassan (2011).

a) Diagonal mechanism

b) Horizontal mechanism

c) Vertical mechanism

Fig. 9. Joint shear resistant mechanisms (Hwang et al., 1999).
Pantelides et al. in 2002 developed an STM based on their experimental results to represent the behaviour of
unconfined exterior joints. First, they generated a global truss model for the entire specimen excluding the D-region
(see Fig. 10 (left)) and subsequently developed the D-region STM that best matched their experimental results (cracks
distribution). The STM was characterized by the extension of struts to the nearest column hoop outside the joint and
by the presence of three major compression struts within the joint. These three diagonals are initiated by the forces
transferred from the anchored bar to the concrete by means of three mechanisms: bond at the bar’s straight part, the
bearing at the curved portion, and the bearing at the hook tail. They evaluated the failure modes of the STM based on
the methods suggested by MacGregor et al. in 2003.

Fig. 10. Global strut-and-tie model for exterior joints (Pantelides et al. 2002).
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Nicholas in 2005 constructed a new STM for a knee joint with improper reinforcement details under the effect of
opening action (tensile stresses inside the joint). The column reinforcement was not fully anchored in the joint region
and was terminated with a straight end, causing the absence of perfect anchorage. As a consequence, the flexural
compression force in the top part of the beam was diverted inside the joint. Consequently, the joint flexural strength
was reduced due to the shortening of the internal lever arm as a result of the compression force diversion as shown in
Figure 11. Diversion of the compression force from the reinforcement path is attributed to the minimum force resisted
by compression steel.

Fig. 11. STM with diverted compression force for knee joint.
Basem in 2018 developed a STM for a knee joint with improper reinforcement details under the effect of closing
action (tensile stresses outside the joint). As a consequence, the joint compression force in the bottom part of the joint
was diverted down from the joint towards the column. Consequently, the joint flexural strength was reduced due to the
shortening of the internal force in the column outer bars as shown in Figure 12.

a) Model with perpendicular joint ties

b) Model with inclined joint tie

Fig. 12. Refined STM models for knee joint under a closing action.
Vollum et al. in 1998 related the joint strength to the beam flexural capacity at the column face. They proposed
models for exterior joints with and without stirrups. For joints without stirrups, the transmission of diagonal forces is
assumed to take place only by one diagonal strut; for joints with stirrups, the joint three struts assumption is used to
consider the contribution of the joints transverse reinforcements.
From the above review on modeling BCJs using STM, it was concluded that modeling joints with STM can produce
adequate performance predictions for both proper and improper joints in terms of ultimate load capacity prediction,
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knowing that the location and orientation of any STM component can be changed and reoriented according to the joint
reinforcement detailing and the expected cracking location. After the joints capacity assessment with different tools,
some research interest was focused on the joint retrofitting and upgrading as presented in the following section.

BCJs RETROFIT
Kam et al. in 2008 and Iqbal et al. in 2015 utilized the post-tensioned external cables to confine the joint and
improve its shear strength as presented in Fig. 13(a). Shaaban et al. in 2018 used the ferrocement layers to retrofit
joints; they noticed higher ultimate load and displacement capacity and moderate damage at failure load compared to
the normal joints. Yasser in 2012 proposed the usage of post-tensioned metal strips for joints to improve their capacity
and to achieve higher ductility as presented in Fig. 13(b). The retrofit of BCJs with fastened diagonal haunch steel
element was proposed by Giovacchino et al. in 2012 as an efficient technique, which effectively moves the critical
section outside the joint (see Fig. 13(c)). Le-Trung et al. in 2010 examined different CFRP configuration to find the
effective way in retrofitting nonseismic detailed joints. They recommended joint wrapping by X shape in combination
with two layer strips on the column. The usage of hybrid fabric sheets (carbon and glass fiber) has been proven by
Attari et al. in 2019 as a relevant alternative to improve joint ductility with relative less cost.

a) Joint with post-tensioned

b) Joint with metal strip

c) Diagonal haunch steel

Fig. 13. BCJs different retrofitting configurations.
Upgrading BCJs shear strength motivated many innovative retrofitting strategies, and increasing the confinement
to the joint panel zone is one of the common points among these strategies.

CONCLUSION
The majority of the experiments and numerical models were on planar joints; the outcomes from these
investigations are not relevant to 3D structures. From the literature review, the behaviour of exterior BCJs has been
widely investigated under monotonic and cyclic loading. Many evaluation methods for BCJs behaviour are discussed
starting from experimental testing for real size or scaled subassembly, to different numerical simulations utilizing
available analysis techniques: detailed micro and simplified macro models with finite element method.
The main key parameters for joints have been discussed: i.e., Concrete compressive strength, fc; anchorage
detailing of longitudinal beam rebars; axial stress level on the column; reinforcement ratio in beam and column and
joint shear reinforcement. Some authors proposed different joint detailing configuration to move the critical section
outside the joint towards the beam side away from the column face.
Analytical methods (STMs) were proposed based the flow of stresses inside the joint based on its rebars details.
On one hand, FEA were used effectively to reproduce experimental results; on the other hand, more parametric studies
were performed. More future works are needed to consider torsional effects on joints resistance due to slab presence
or beam eccentricities. Investigations of large size BCJs behaviour are also needed to be highlighted as unusual
failures are expected.
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